Let P = G/P be a homogeneous projective variety with G a reductive group and P a parabolic subgroup. In positive characteristic we exhibit for G of low rank a Karoubian complete strongly exceptional poset of locally free sheaves appearing in the Frobenius direct image of the structure sheaf of G/P . These sheaves are all defined over Z, so by base change provide a Karoubian complete strongly exceptional poset on P over C, adding to the list of classical results by Beilinson and Kapranov on the Grassmannians and the quadrics over C.
On the complex projective space P n C Beilinson [Bei] found that E = n i=0 O(−i) induces a triangulated equivalence from the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on P n C to the bounded derived category of right modules of finite type over the endomorphism ring of E. After the discovery of similar phenomena by Kapranov [Kap83] / [Kap88] on the homogeneous projective varieties P C = G C /P C with G C = GL n (C) and a parabolic subgroup P C , and on the complex quadrics, Catanese [Bö] has proposed a conjecture on the existence of coherent sheaves E w on P C for general complex reductive group G C parametrized by the coset representatives of the Weyl group of G C by the Weyl group of P C such that (i) Mod P C (E w , E w ) ≃ C ∀w, (ii) Ext i P C ( w E w , w E w ) = 0 ∀i > 0, (iii) Mod P C (E x , E y ) = 0 iff x ≤ y in the Chevalley-Bruhat order on W , and (iv) the E w 's generate the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on P C ; precisely, we will consider Karoubian generation in this paper that the smallest triangulated subcategory of D b (cohP) containing the E w 's and closed under taking direct summands should be the whole of D b (cohP). If the conjecture holds, RMod P C ( w E w , ?) gives by Beilinson's lemma [Bei] / [Ba] a triangulated equivalence from the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on P C to that of right modules of finite type over the endomorphism ring of w E w , and also supports Kontsevich's homological mirror conjecture [Bö] .
In this paper we propose a new way of prescribing where to look for such E w 's. We go over to positive characteristic and exhibit for G of rank at most 2 the E w 's as indecomposable direct summands of the Frobenius direct image of the structure sheaf of P; in case G is in type G 2 we do construct those E w 's based on such data but are unable at present to prove that they indeed all appear in the Frobenius direct image. To describe our method, we have to introduce some more notations.
Let k be an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic p, G a reductive algebraic group over k, P a parabolic subgroup of G and put P = G/P . We assume p > h the Coxeter number of G. Let F : P → P be the absolute Frobenius endomorphism of P. If G 1 is the Frobenius kernel of G, F factors through a natural morphism q : P → G/G 1 P to induce an isomorphism φ of schemes, though not of k-schemes, from G/G 1 P to P. Now, q * O P ≃ L G/G 1 P (∇ P (ε)) locally free O G/G 1 P -module associated to G 1 P -modulê ∇ P (ε) induced from trivial 1-dimensional P -module ε [Haa] . As F * O P ≃ φ * q * O P , the structure of F * O P is controlled by that of∇ P (ε). Let T be a maximal torus of P . We propose a formula to describe the G 1 T -socle series on∇ P (ε) in terms of Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and examine each socle layer, which is equipped with a structure of G 1 Pmodule. If W is the Weyl group of G with length function ℓ and W P the Weyl group of P , W P = {w ∈ W | ℓ(wx) = ℓ(w) + ℓ(x) ∀x ∈ W P } gives the set of coset representatives of W/W P . We find that the multiplicity space of G 1 -simple module parametrized by w ∈ W P appearing in the (ℓ(w) + 1)-st socle layer of∇ P (ε) induce by sheafification the desired sheaf E w , inverting the order on W P . Thus our investigation is twofold; one is to study the structure of induced G 1 P -modules, and the other is to study the sheafification of those G 1 P -modules arising from the G 1 T -socle series of the induced module.
We note that our work is also related to the tilting property of F * O P . We observed in [HKR] that if F * O P is tilting, the triangulated localization theorem holds for the endomorphism ring of O P over its Frobenius twist O (1) P , which is a version of BezrukavnikovMirkovic-Rumynin localization theorem for the k-algebra of crystaline differential operators on P [BMR] . As O P is locally free of rank p dim P over O
P , the category of coherent O P -modules is equivalent to the category of coherent modules over the sheaf of small differntial operator ring
Since the first author presented a talk on a part of the present work at Tongji University in 2006, a number of related works have appeared. In particular, we have verified in [K08] / [KNS] that Kapranov's sheaves on the Grassmannian provide the desired sheaves in positive characteristic, while Langer [La] has proved that F * O Q is tilting on the quadrics Q, see also Samokhin [S07] , [S1] - [S3] . One can parametrize certain direct summands of F * O Q by W P to verify Catanese's conjecture on the quadrics. On the projective spaces [K09] has showed that∇ P (ε) is uniserial as G 1 T -module, and that the multiplicity spaces of the G 1 -simple isotypic components in the G 1 T -socle layers in∇ P (ε) provide the desired E w 's as proposed in this work.
Our main results are stated in §1. In § §2 and 3 we show that our E w possess the conjectured properties. As the verifications are done by brute force, we omit tedious mechanical computations. In §4 we discuss parametrization of Kapranov's sheaves based on our observations. We are grateful to Henning Andersen, Hashimoto Yoshitake, Tezuka Michishige and Yagita Nobuaki for helpful dicussions. We learned of Böhning's preprint of [Bö] and also of [S07] , [La] from Hashimoto. Thanks are also due to Adrian Langer for explaining his work. A part of the work was done during the first author's visit to the second in Shanghai in the fall of 2006. He thanks Tongji University for the hospitality and the financial support during the visit. Some of the communications were made while the second author was visiting Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics in the summer of 2007, to which he thanks for the hospitality and the financial support.
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• Parabolic Humphreys-Verma modules
In this section after fixing the notations to be used throughout the manuscript, we begin our study of induced G 1 P -modules by relating them to better-examined induced G 1 B-modules, B a Borel subgroup of G. We will determine the G 1 T -socle series on parabolic Humphreys-Verma modules for G of rank at most 2. Based on their structural data we will define our sheaves E w on G/P , which verify Catanese's conjecture.
(1.1) We will assume G is a simply connected simple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G, B a Borel subgroup of P , and T a maximal torus of B. Let Λ be the character group of B, R ⊆ Λ the root system of G relative to T with positive system R + such that the roots of B are −R + . If α ∈ R, we denote its coroot by α ∨ . Let R s be the set of simple roots of R + and Λ + the corresponding set of dominant weights. If α ∈ R s , let ω α ∈ Λ such that ω α , β ∨ = δ αβ ∀β ∈ R s . Let W be the Weyl group of G with distinguished generators s α , α ∈ R s . For w ∈ W and λ ∈ Λ set w • λ = w(λ + ρ) − ρ with ρ = 1 2 α∈R + α. We will denote the Chevalley-Bruhat order (resp. the length function) on W relative to
Let w 0 (resp. w P ) be the longest element of W (resp. W P ). If we write P = P I for I ⊂ R s , let R I = R ∩ α∈I Zα the root system of the standard Levi subgroup of P .
For an algebraic group H over k let H 1 be the Frobenius kernel of H and Dist(H) the algebra of distributions of H over k. Let∇ P = ind G 1 P P be the induction functor from the category of P -modules to the category of G 1 P -modules, which we call the Humphreys-Verma induction. Let Λ P be the character group of P . If ν ∈ Λ P and if
Likewise we let ∇ P = ind G P be the induction from the category of P -modules to the category of G-modules. In case P is B, we will often suppress B from the subscripts. We also let ∇ P = ind P B , abbreviated as ∇ α in case P = P {α} for a simple root α. If λ ∈ Λ, we put If M is a T -module and if ν ∈ Λ, M ν will denote the ν-weight space of M.
modules are parametrized by their highest weights in Λ
. In order to avoid confusion, we will let ε denote trivial 1-dimensional G-module. For other unexplained notations we refer to [J] except that for a category C we will denote the set of morphisms of C from object A to B by C(A, B).
(1.2) If I ⊆ R s associated to P , Λ P = {λ ∈ Λ | λ, α ∨ = 0 ∀α ∈ I}. Let us begin with relating the formal character of∇ P (ν), ν ∈ Λ P , to that of∇(λ), λ ∈ Λ. As G 1 T -modulê ∇ P (ν) is isomorphic to G 1 T -module ind [F2, 3.3] consisting of those (a λ e λ ) λ ∈ Π λ∈Λ Ze λ such that there is µ ∈ Λ for which whenever a λ = 0, λ ≤ µ.
Proposition: Let L be the standard Levi subgroup of P and U L the unipotent radical of
Proof: The first equality follows from the decomposition
by the transitivity of inductions.
On the other hand, Weyl's character formula for L asserts
It follows that
, and hence one may regard∇ P (ν) as a G 1 B-submodule of∇(ν).
(ii) There is an isomorphism of
Proof: (i) One has
On the other hand, ∀λ ∈ Λ,
It follows that soc G 1 B (ind
, and hence also soc G 1 P (ind
(ii) follows from [J, I.8.20 and II.3.4] .
(1.4) Assume now that p > h the Coxeter number of G. We say λ ∈ Λ is p-regular iff λ + ρ, α ∨ ∈ pZ ∀α ∈ R. Lusztig's conjecture on the irreducible characters for G, equivalently for G 1 T , is now a theorem for indefinitely large p due to Andersen, Jantzen and Soergel [AJS] and more recently to Fiebig [F1] . In turn, Lusztig's conjecture allows us to determine the G 1 T -socle series of∇(λ) for p-regular λ [AK] . To describe it, let W p = W ⋉pZR acting on Λ with pZR by translations. If s 0 is the reflexion with respect to the hyperplane
) forms a Coxeter system. We consider also the translations by pΛ. Then
an element of which we call an alcove. We will denote an alcove containing 0 by A + . As the structure of G 1 T -socle series is uniform for p-regular weights in an alcove, let∇
. . be the G 1 T -socle series of∇(A) and let soc i∇ (A) = soc i∇ (A)/soc i−1∇ (A) be the i-th socle layer of∇(A). The Lusztig conjecture implies that the Loewy length, i.e., the length of the socle series of∇(A) is ℓ(w 0 ) + 1, and that ∀C ∈ A,
is the distance from alcove C to alcove A, and [soc i∇ (A) :L(C)] is the multiplicity ofL(C) as a G 1 T -composition factor of soc i∇ (A). For G of rank ≤ 2 the formula (1) is known to hold for p ≥ h.
For A ∈ A let 0 A be the element of W p • 0 in A. Based on (1), (1.2), and noting that soc i∇P (A) ≤ soc i∇ (A) ∀i ∈ N, we speculate the G 1 T -socle series of∇ P (A) with 0 A ∈ Λ P to be given by (2)
This is (1) in case P = B, and specializes to (1.2) under q 1. Put w P = w 0 w P .
Proposition: Assume G is of rank ≤ 2. For p ≥ h each∇ P (A) with 0 A ∈ Λ P has the Loewy length ℓ(w P ) + 1 and the G 1 T -socle series is given by the formula (2).
Proof: We may assume P > B. Unless G is in type G 2 ,∇(A) is multiplicity-free rendering the verification mechanical.
Assume now that G is in type G 2 . Let α 1 and α 2 be the simple roots with α 1 short, and put s i = s α i and ω i = ω α i . We may translate 0 A into Λ 1 via pΛ P . Let P = P α 1 . We
If Q C,A + is a monomial, we can read off the socle level ofL(C) in∇ P (A + ) from (1.2), and (3) holds. Thus those C left to be examined are
We will then be left with the following C:
For those C ifL(C) does not belong to the third socle layer, it must lie in the 5th by (1). On the other hand, dualizing an exact sequence of
, which contradicts (1). Thus (3) holds.
Likewise the other cases.
(1.5) Assume p > h. For each w ∈ W there is a unique element in (w • 0 + pΛ) ∩ Λ 1 , which we will denote by ε w . Thus the principal
Put for simplicity L(w) = L(ε w ). We know from [Y] that all L(w), w ∈ W , appear as G 1 -composition factors of∇(ε).
Corollary: Assume rk G ≤ 2.
(i) Each i-th G 1 T -socle layer of∇(ε) admits a decomposition as G 1 P -module
(ii) Each L(w), w ∈ W P , appears as G 1 -factor of soc ℓ(w)+1∇P (ε), i.e., G 1 Mod(L(w), soc ℓ(w)+1∇ (ε)) = 0.
(1.6) Remarks: (i) In case P = GL(E)/P with k-linear space E of basis e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n+1 and with P = N GL(E) (ke n+1 ), the assertions (i) and (ii) hold [K09] .
(ii) Over C if P + C is the parabolic subgroup opposite to P C , the Dist(G C )-composition factors of Verma module Dist(G C ) ⊗ Dist(P + C ) ε C are known to be of the form L(w −1 • 0),
(1.7) Assume rk G ≤ 2 and p > h. Put soc
For our second objective it is therefore important to determine the P -module structure on each soc 1 ℓ(w)+1,w , w ∈ W P . In case G has rank 2, let α 1 and α 2 be the simple roots with α 1 short. Put ω i = ω α i and s i = s α i , i = 1, 2. Let P α i be the standard parabolic subgroup of G associated to α i , i.e., such that ±α i are roots of P α i . Arguing as in [AK00]/ [HKR] / [KY] we find Proposition: We have the following identifications as P -modules.
(1.8) If G is in type G 2 and P = B, we are unfortunately not able to detemine the B-module structure on soc 1 i,w at present. To speculate, we make use of the following Lemma: Let G be an arbitrary simply connencted reducive algebraic group over k. Assume p ≥ 2(h − 1) and that Lusztig's conjecture on irreducible G 1 T -modules hold. Let rad G,i ∇(pρ), i ∈ N, be the i-th layer of the radical series on ∇(pρ) as G-module, and for
Then there is for each i a surjective homomorphism of B-modules
Proof: By the hypothesis on p one has ν 1 + ρ, α ∨ ≤ p for any weight ν of ∇(pρ) and any α ∈ R + , where ν = ν 0 + pν 1 with ν 0 ∈ Λ 1 and ν 1 ∈ Λ. Then by [AK, 8.1 .2] the radical series as G-module and as G 1 T -module on ∇(pρ) coincide: ∀i ∈ N,
On the other hand, as observed in the proof of [AK, 8.2] , the natural homomorphism ∇(pρ) →∇(pρ) of G 1 B-modules is surjective, which therefore induces by (1) a commu-
As rad G 1 T,i∇ (pρ) is equipped with a structure of G 1 B-module, the induced map rad G,i ∇(pρ) → pρ ⊗ k soc ℓ(w 0 )+1−i∇ (ε) above is a surjective homomorphism of G 1 Bmodules, and hence the assertion.
(1.9) Assuming the Jantzen conjecture on the filtration of Weyl modules [A83] , the radical series of ∆(pρ) as G-module is available from [A87] . Based also on the character data (1.4), we are thus led to speculate on the B-module structure of soc 1 ℓ(w)+1,w , w ∈ W , in type G 2 to be as follows:
, with F 1 a root vector belonging to −α 1 in the Chevalley basis of the Lie algebra of G.
We remark, in particular, that the Jantzen conjecture implies in type G 2 that soc 1 6,s 1 s 2 s 1 s 2 s 1 should be decomposable, contrary to the cases for SL 2 , SL 3 , Sp 4 .
(1.10) We now set E w = L P (soc 1 ℓ(w)+1,w ), w ∈ W P , or rather we actually employ for (E w ) P/P ⊗ O P,P /P k the P -module on the right hand side of soc 1 ℓ(w)+1,w given in (1.7) and (1.9), and forget about the characteristic restriction. In type G 2 when P = B we take
Theorem: Let p > 0 be arbitrary unless otherwise specified.
(ii) Unless G is in type G 2 with P = P α 1 or B, Mod P (E w , E w ) ≃ k ∀w ∈ W P , Mod P (E x , E y ) = 0 iff x > y ∀x, y ∈ W P , and Ext
(iii) If G is in type G 2 and P = P α 1 , assume p ≥ 3. Then the same hold true for the E w , w ∈ W P , as in (ii).
(iv) If G is in type G 2 and P = B, assume p ≥ 7. Then the same hold true for the E w , w ∈ W P = W , as in (ii).
The arguments for the theorem will be given in § §2 and 3.
(1.11) Remarks: (i) In (iii) above the restriction on p is sharp. If p = 2, we have, see §3, ∀i ∈ N,
(ii) In (iv) if p = 2, we have ∀i ∈ N,
(iii) If we employ the order reversing involution w → w 0 ww P on W P , Theorem 1.10 verifies for groups of rank ≤ 2 Catanese's conjecture over C by base change. Our present parametrization appears more natural particularly in the case of quadrics, see §4.
2
• Karoubian completeness
Let {E w |w ∈ W P } be the coherent sheaves on P = G/P defined in (1.7) and (1.9). In this section we will show that they are Karoubian complete for D b (cohP), i.e., they Karoubian generate the bounded derived category D b (cohP) of coherent sheaves on P.
Write P = P I , I ⊂ R s , and recall 2ρ P = α∈R + \R I α. As L P (2ρ P ) is ample on P, to show that the E w , w ∈ W P , Karoubian generate D b (cohP), it is enough by a result attributed to Kontsevich by Positselskii [BMR] to verify that all L P (−2nρ P ), n ∈ N + , are Karoubian generated by the E w 's; we actually show that all L P (λ), λ ∈ Λ P , are Karoubian generated by the E w 's. This has been done in the case of G ∈ {SL 2 , SL 3 } with P = B in [HKR] and in the case of G = Sp 4 with P = B in [KY] ; precisely, in [HKR] and in [KY] it was assumed that p ≥ h, whose arguments carry over, however, verbatim to arbitrary characteristic thanks to the new definition of the E w 's. Our argument for G in type G 2 and P = B is essentially the same.
If P > B in cases G = Sp 4 or in type G 2 , we will also make use of a projection formula [Bö, 3.3.2] : put B = G/B. Ifπ : B → P is the natural morphism,
Recall from [J, I.5.19 ] that ∀m, n ∈ Z,
if P = P α 2 and n ≥ 0, and from [J, I.5.17 ] that ∀M ∈ P Mod,
In the following we will often describe the setup in which a module M admits a filtration whose subquotients are M 1 , M 2 ,. . . , M r from the bottom to the top by a diagram
Let us illustrate our argument in case G is in type G 2 and P = P α 2 . LetÊ = E w | w ∈ W P denote the triangulated subcategory of D b (cohP) Karoubian generated by E w , w ∈ W P . One has Λ P = Zω 1 . Note first that in
and hence
It follows, by the presence of E s 2 s 1 s 2 s 1 = L P (−3ω 1 ) and
) ⊗ (−2ω 1 )) using the P -module structure on ∆(ω 1 )
and as
one obtains
Likewise, aŝ
one has
LetẼ be the triangulated subcategory of D b (cohB) Karoubian generated by
By (1), (2) and (3) it suffices to
show that all
and
This finishes a verification in the case of P α 2 in type G 2 .
The other cases are handled entirely similarly.
• Extensions
In this section we will compute the extensions among our E w 's given in (1.7) and (1.9) to verify (1.10).
The cases for G = SL 2 , SL 3 , Sp 4 for P a Borel subgroup have been done in [HKR] and [KY] if p ≥ h the Coxeter number of G; the new presentations in (1.7) somewhat ease the computations in [KY] , and moreover, adopting those E w 's, w ∈ W , we can get rid of the restrictions on the characteristic.
Let us next explain the characteristic restrictions in type G 2 stated in (1.11). Let P = P α 1 . One has
with L α 1 (2ω 1 − ω 2 ) simple P α 1 -module of highest weight 2ω 1 − ω 2 . On the other hand, in characteristic 2
and hence and (1.11 .i) follows. Likewise (1.11.ii).
Now, to compute all Ext
• B (E x , E y ), the case of G in type G 2 with P = B is by far the hardest. As |W | = 12, there are 144 of them. Put B = G/B. Let us exhibit the computation of Ext
, which is most complicated among them. In view of the mal-behaviour in characteristic 2 and 3 as noted above, and in order for irreducible G-module ∇(ω 1 ) not to appear as a composition factor of ∇(ρ), and for other reasons, we will assume p ≥ 7. A basic idea is to exploit multiple guises of the B-module structure defining the E w . For example, the B-module defining E s 1 s 2 s 1 s 2 s 1 is (−ρ) ⊗ (∆(ω 2 )/(−ω 2 )) with ∆(ω 2 )/(−ω 2 ) having a filtration of B-modules
. But ∆(ω 2 ) also admits a filtration by P α 1 -modules
with v 2 as in (1.9) and where ∆(ω 2 )
We note under the assumption p ≥ 7 that Dist(P α 2 )(k(v 4 + v 3 ) + ∆(ω 2 ) −3ω 1 +ω 2 ) = Dist(P α 2 )(v 4 + v 3 ), which admits a P α 2 -filtration
and also a B-
We claim that Ext
= 0 by [J, II.6.18] .
and hence Ext
One thus obtains that Bö, 2.2 .3] form a complete strongly exceptional sequence on the flag variety. The nonvanishing Mod B (E x , E y ), x = y, are, however, given by
In particular, |{w ∈ W \ {s 1 s 2 } | Mod B (E w , E s 1 s 2 ) = 0}| = 4, and hence there is no reindexing of these E w by W such that the Catanese conjecture hold, contrary to our construction (1.8), (1.10).
(5.2) Let us next consider the quadric Q = Q n of dimension n ≥ 3 in odd characteristic. Let E be a k-linear space of dimension n + 2. In case n is odd, write n = 2m + 1. Let e 1 , . . . , e m+1 , e 0 , e −m−1 , . . . , e −1 be a basis of E and define a quadratic form q on E by q( m+1 k=−m−1 x k e k ) = x 1 x −1 + · · · + x m+1 x −m−1 + x 2 0 . If n is even, write n = 2m. Let e 1 , . . . , e m+1 , e −m−1 , . . . , e −1 be a basis of E equipped with quadratic form q( m+1 k=1 (x k e k + x −k e −k ) = x 1 x −1 + · · · + x m+1 x −m−1 . In either case let G = SO(E), P = N G (ke −1 ). Then a closed immersion i : G/P → P(E) via gP → [ge −1 ] identifies G/P with Q.
If n = 2m + 1, T = {diag(ζ 1 , . . . , ζ m+1 , 1, ζ −1 m+1 , . . . , ζ −1 1 ) | ζ i ∈ k × ∀i} forms a maximal torus of G. Take as simple roots α 1 = ε 1 − ε 2 , . . . , α m = ε m − ε m+1 , α m+1 = ε m+1 with ε k : diag(ζ 1 , . . . , ζ m+1 , ζ 0 , ζ −m−1 , . . . , ζ −1 ) → ζ k . Then the fundamental weights are given by ω 1 = ε 1 , ω 2 = ε 1 + ε 2 , . . . , ω m = ε 1 + · · · + ε m , ω m+1 = If n = 2m, T = {diag(ζ 1 , . . . , ζ m+1 , ζ In either case Langer [La] shows that the E w , w ∈ W P , verify Catanese's conjecture, and that for p ≥ n + 1 the Coxeter number of G all E w 's appear as direct summands of F * O Q . More precisely, let A = S k (E * )/(q) and putĀ = A/(a p | a ∈ E * ). LetĀ j be the j-th homogeneous part ofĀ. If n = 2m + 1,
, while for n = 2m . Note that our parametrization of the E w is different from that of Böhning's, but is consistent with (1.10) in case n = 3.
